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2711 La Frontera Blvd, 78681, Round Rock, US, United States

+15125273699

The restaurant from Round Rock offers 18 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average $5.8. What User
likes about Pho Dan:

would be rated as 4.5 if I could. the egg rolls are excellent, crispy and full of taste. the bowl of grilled pork and
pork was filled with meat. beautiful combination of noodle bean sprouts and salat. café supra there was easy on
the coffee and condensed milk. read more. As a guest, you can use the WLAN of the restaurant free of charge.

What User doesn't like about Pho Dan:
1. here and order the most popular dish is grilled pork with broken rice. how it and order extra for togo with extra

meat of course extra pay and that is what they have us for extra meat, since when bones count as additional
meat? as disappointed by the way they do business. the pork has a good taste, but for the next customer please
check them to eat before they leave the restaurant. Freshly harvested mint, fine salad, sprouts and a splash of
lime combined with rice noodles and meat - all of this can be found not only during your vacation in Vietnam in
the menu, but also when visiting the local Pho Dan in Round Rock, Also, the visitors of the establishment love

the extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has to offer.
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Salad�
SALAD

Drink�
XÍ MUỘI $2.5

Desser�
CHÉ DÂU DO $3.5

Vietnames� specialtie�
CHÀ GIÒ $3.8

Bu� - Ric� Noodle�
BUN GA NUONG $8.5

Kleiner Hunger
GOI CUON THIT NUONG $4.0

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Beverage�
CHE DAU DA LAT $3.5

Ric� Noodle�
BUN BI THIT NUONG $9.9

Gia� Kha� - Beverage�
TRA THAI $3.5

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Steame� Ric� Plat�
COM TOM NUONG RAU CAI $9.0

Co� (Ric� Dishe�)
COM GA NUONG CHA GIO $9.5

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

EGG

MILK

PORK MEAT
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